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Not applicable
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Recommendation(s) a) That members approve the suspension of standing
orders relating to contracts with respect to the
named suppliers for a maximum period of 5 years

1.1 Overview

The Authority currently experiences two examples where officers believe that following the
letter of existing standing orders relating to contracts runs counter to the Authority’s overall
interests in so far as achieving value for money and maintaining good supplier relations are
concerned. These are: extensions to the system in use by Planning (UNI-form, supplied by
IDOX) and extensions to solutions developed on open source platforms for web-based, spatial 
and mobile applications (supplied by OneBrightSpace).

These systems and suppliers were originally procured in accordance with contract standing
orders but extensions to the systems in terms of contract duration and scope of functionality 
have since been required and will most likely be required in future. Due to the nature of IT
development it is often not possible to anticipate these needs at the time the contract is
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originally awarded, nor is it desirable to award a very long-term contract up front in order to
avoid the necessity of bringing this sort of exemption before members. The need to extend the
duration of these arrangements and introduce system functionality into new areas can be taken
as indicating good supplier relationships and satisfaction with the services delivered to date; an
example of not fixing what isn't broken.

In officers’ views in both these cases it is ordinarily counter-productive to seek alternative 
suppliers to provide quotes since these cannot be done on a like-for-like basis as what is sought 
is the extension of an existing integrated system to make best use of the Authority’s current 
skills, software and information.  Therefore only the current suppliers can offer reasonable 
value. Examples where this would apply include:

 a new module for the planning system covering functionality not previously used, e.g. in
Tree Preservation Orders or estate management

 extending the scope of the volunteers’ self-service web-app for different service areas of 
the Authority

When attempts have been made previously to seek “competitive” quotes for incremental 
changes of this nature this has proved to be either not possible or a fruitless and time-
consuming exercise, both for the procuring officers and the quoting suppliers.

The costs to change away from these systems to alternatives would run to many tens of
thousands of pounds in up front capital costs and would lead to disruption and reduced
customer service levels in key functions for several months.

1.2 Proposals

It is therefore recommended that the Authority agree an extension to these arrangements for a
maximum of 5 years, but that in doing so it nevertheless retains the option to review these
systems and accompanying supplier arrangements at any time. Officers will periodically review
the respective markets and software developments to ensure that there are no preferable 
alternatives on offer and that the Authority is continuing to get good value from these 
arrangements.

There is precedent in that these arrangements have been previously agreed by NPA in 2015.

These arrangements do not bind the Authority to any supplier or relationship and alternative 
sources of supply will be evaluated and appointed on the basis set out in the Authority’s 
procurement policy whenever it is appropriate to do so.

No officers or members have any declared interests, or relationships with the supplying
companies beyond ordinary business dealings.



RECOMMENDATION(S):

a) That members approve the suspension of standing orders relating to
contracts with respect to the named suppliers for a maximum period of 5 
years


